Abstract
Due to the hidden nature of trafficking is not registered in official statistics. And on the basis of its existence, causing part of the economic function of country will be hidden. Existence advantage economic for continuation process contraband causing that this ominous phenomenon at country taking root. Subsidies Targeted will affected in a direct and non-direct impact on smuggling, that this impact can be positive or negative. Aim of this research is check and analysis impact of targeted of subsidies on the amount of trafficking in villages of Sardasht city. And on this basis wants to answer two basic question: 1. Targeted of subsidies what impact on trafficking at in villages of Sardasht city? 1. targeted of subsidies in what way affected on the amount of trafficking in villages of Sardasht city. At this research to purpose analysis effects of targeted of subsidies on trafficking used the SWOT model, and studying weakness and strength of topic. At continuation, the main hypothesis in this case is considered that the targeted of subsidies will destroy the economic incentive of trafficking in villages of Sardasht city. In order to collect information the use of experts view that, information analysis by Spss software. And at finally offering recommend and solutions basic at background solution problem trafficking at region case. The results of independent T-test and T two samples more than research hypotheses, showed that drink, medicine, pedestrian, drug indices have been increased with meaningful level to more than 5 percent and ammunition discover, flour, fuel, cattle, tea, auto parts, clothing and second hand, other smuggling goods, banning automobiles which carrying loads indices in 95 percent level have meaningful difference on smuggling goods after and before purposefulness subsidies. The second hypothesis indicated that performing purposefulness subsidies plan improved economical situation of rural families and decreasing economical motivation for smuggling with meaningful 0/000 level.
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